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Planning and monitoring the competence level of resources: this is what SkillPlan has been developed 
for. SkillPlan is the software created to manage all training upgrades and verifying activities (included 
sanitary ones) of human resources.
In particular, this software solution allows to schedule and manage tests and inspections depending on age 
and health of employees, as well as to monitor their time at work. SkillPlan  is a precise digital management 
tool which offers to the rail company an always updated scenario on its available resources.

Trains’ ID card. VerForm collects and processes datas related to train inspections and verifying activities, 
generating real-time digital documents dedicated to the operational personnel. 
Through a personally assigned password, each employee can go over them in a simply and smart way, 
even by tablet with a remote connection.
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Mail: alessandra.gorra@binarysystem.eu
Phone: +39 0523 695132
Web: www.binarysystem.eu

SoftRail is a last generation software conceived to manage all rail activities. Entirely developed through web 
and mobile technologies, SoftRail is functional and innovative software with a green soul. With one single 
tool, indeed, it is possible to manage and organize operational personnel, rolling stock and security 
activities. In addition, through the digitalizing of all safety and travel paper documents, SoftRail has 
significantly improved the profitability of rail traction activities, accelerated the exchange of information, 
and reduced the environmental impact and the risk of mistakes connected to printing.
SoftRail allows the real-time synchronization of all data and the integrated management of entire 
operations, from the set up and verifying of trains, to the training and coordination of personnel, with 
subsequent significant savings for the rail company.

We have given mobility to rail companies.
SoftRail. One tool, 
different souls

All personnel’s documentation in one single digital purse. RailMobile collects, organizes and 
distributes travel documents, route booklets, as well as security, instruction and rule papers. Moreover, this 
software allows real-time communications between the rail company management and its operational 
personnel. The checked flow of electronic documents lets the rail company constantly monitor the 
distribution process to the employees according to their skills and to the files’ contents.
RailMobile centrally manages the delivery of technical documents on those tablets the personnel is 
equipped with, including the envy of new releases and the receipt of occurred transfer.

Coordinating operational personnel and rolling stock with a single application: this is the main 
promise of innovative software LogiShift. This solution developed by Binary System provides all visual tools 
required for the periodical scheduling of how to allocate resources, from weekly planning to daily 
operational management.
Thanks to LogiShift - which is completely automated and can be used also with a remote connection - the 
rail company is capable of coordinating work shifts and the use of rolling stock, of choosing tracks and 
checking personnel’s licenses and restrictions, as wells as monitoring production costs.

RailMobile

LogiShift
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